Level 2
Beginning

Level 3
Developing

Level 4
Expanding

Recreational
objects &
activities

Identify recreational
objects (e.g., balls,
swings) from pictures
(e.g., of school,
playground or park
scenes) as directed orally

Follow one-step oral
directions from pictures
of recreational objects
used in activities and
oral statements

Follow two-step oral
directions pertaining
to use of recreational
objects in activities
from pictures and oral
descriptions (e.g., “Pick
up the ball. Then give it
to a friend.”)

Indicate use of
recreational objects in
activities from pictures
and complex oral
directions (e.g., “Show
me how to pass the ball
from person to person.”)

Simulate playing
activities according to
pictures and sequential
oral descriptions (e.g.,
“Make two rows.
Choose a friend. Have
the friend go between
the rows.”)

Social
behavior

Repeat polite words
or expressions when
modeled (e.g., “Please”
and “Thank you”) in
short dialogues

Make polite requests
from models or gestures
(e.g., “Please sit down.”)

Use polite language in
conversations (e.g., role
play, telephone talk)

Give compliments,
offer apologies or
express gratitude within
conversations

Adapt polite language
to social situations
appropriate to audience

Classroom

Pair shapes of words
related to illustrated
classroom objects with
print versions

Match labeled pictures
of familiar objects to
those in illustrated
classroom scenes (e.g.,
“Here is a picture with
a word inside. Find the
same word.”)

Associate initial sounds
or letters of illustrated
classroom objects with
words in print

Distinguish letters,
words and sentences in
illustrated classroom
scenes

Identify words
or phrases within
illustrated classroom
scenes

Routines

Trace, copy or depict
daily routines in
drawings

Reproduce initial letters
associated with daily
routines from labeled
drawings or illustrated
models

Label pictures of daily
routines from illustrated
models using words
with invented spellings

Describe daily routines
from illustrated models
using words and phrases
with invented spellings

Compose notes about
daily routines using
phrases or short
sentences with invented
spellings

WRITING

READING

Level 1
Entering

Level 5
Bridging

Level 6- Reaching

SPEAKING

LISTENING

Example
Topics
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